ANDREA of Chicago: Meanwhile it is not easy. We had a
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victim of child abuse. This male was living off of her largess
of heart coming inside the house for meals while he was
sleeping outside in his van, wanting sex after the Sabbath
service.
MOSHE: This in the Talmud is not allowed. This man is in
the deliberate stealing of her Light as she had been the
victim of child abuse.

Nancy of Oregon: You left the altar because you felt
betrayed. The truth is that the weakness you have towards
following stalkers in which you are clueless to, is the design of
the false hierarchy after you die. When you however make
friends with Christ, you can
have these records removed.

Typist: She would slam the door in his face and everyone
would now think she is a tyrant, and she is not. She went
through the various programs on what victims must learn to
do.

 For example this gorilla
with the sympathetic eyes.
ANDREA of Chicago: He
is larger than you! He is the
teacher. He is the male
parent. He is the teacher,
the priest.
Nancy of Oregon: When you get to the other side, you can
find the assistance of say Archangel Michael to coach you. He
says, “You have a greater power now. Flip this record out of
your mind.”
MOTHER MARY: This coaching you can expect when you
pass over in death It can be expected, waiting for you, if you
stay tethered to the altar work.
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MOSHE: You are a holy people. Now you can come to
understand what is beauty and holiness, and it is that which
is eternal.
Mathzedes: Can you find the Golden Rule and find out it is
for yourself and it is to teach to others! Or “what goes
around, comes around.”

Typist: “You do that, and you will reincarnate in a hut in
Bangladesh along with 16 children.”
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MOTHER MARY: This is actually a true story. Those who
abused the freedom in the United States would reincarnate
in places such as overcrowded India and Pakistan. They
reincarnated there to learn of how not to again abuse
freedom.
MOSHE: Being a victim of child abuse, what you will find is
that by tending to the altar which she did at the study group,
that she gathers a great strength onto herself. And this you
the children of this horrible abusive community must find
your way in this manner, to find where you can tend to the
altar as who you are, that this is your body, it cannot be
violated. In the community, you will find like-minded
Christians and those who love God to protect you, as you
tend to the altar yourself.
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